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TRAPPED XE IN THE CHONDRITE FOREST VALE (H4); B. Lavielle and K. 
Marti, Chemistry Dept., Univ. of Calif., San Diego, La Jolla, Calif. 92093. 

The study of trapped Xe in meteorites started in 1960 with reports on 
the isotopic composition of Xe in chondritic meteorites. A stepwise release 
study on Murray displayed correlated isotopic variations (2), demonstrating 
that trapped Xe exists not as a single fixed composition, but displays multi- 
component mixtures. A search for the host phase of fission components, sepa- 
rated by a chemical attack, was successful (3). In contrast to the complex 
xenology of carbonaceous chondrites, trapped Xe in the Kenna ureilite (4) and 
in other ureilites was found to consist of a uniform trapped component which 
does not change in a stepwise release. The fundamental question of the rela- 
tionship among the various apparently distinct compositions of trapped xenon 
in different meteorite classes has not been resolved. Trapped Xe in ordinary 
chondrites is still poorly defined, and, in studies of fission and spallation 
components, the trapped Xe component is usually subtracted in the form of 
either carbonaceous chondritic Xe (AVCC) or of Kenna-type Xe. 

In our study of fission Xe components in the H4 chondrite Forest Vale 
(5), we recognized that trapped Xe in this meteorite does not fit either AVCC 
-type or Kenna-type Xe. A characterization of trapped Xe was attempted by 
using independent lines of attack: Xe released by combustion, as well as 
stepwise releases of Xe from a magnetic separate, the metal phase, and grain- 
size fractions of the non-magnetic portion of the meteorite, including HC1 
etched samples. Fig. 1 shows that between 20% and 45% of trapped Xe is re- 
leased from the various separates at 600°C during overnight combustion in - 
10 torr of 02. Repeat combustion experiments showed that the trapped Xe car- 
rier phases accessible to 02 are nearly exhausted after an -10h attack. In 
the stepwise pyrolysis of the separates, trapped Xe is most enriched in the 
1200°C fractions of the non-magnetic samples, while the metal-rich samples 
release trapped Xe mostly at 1700°C (Fig. 1). Non-magnetic separates indi- 
cate that the 600°C combustion-Xe fraction appears in the 1700°C step if no 
02 is used. The isotopic data of all separates, as well as the combustion 
results, show rather uniform isotopic structures of the trapped component, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2 for the ratios 134~e/136~e and 132~e/136~e, which are 
most affected by fission Xe. The best current estimates for the composition 
of trap ed Xe in Forest Vale, as released by combustion, is: 124~e: 126~e: 
l28~e: P29Xe: l30~e: l3l~e: 132~e: 134xe: 136x13: = 1.439: 1.290: 25.84: 
325.94: 50.84: 257.25: 314.11: 119.39: 100. This component is clearly dis- 
tinct from either AVCC or Kenna-type Xe, but is consistent with Xe observed 
in bulk samples (1650" fractions) in the H(3,4) chondrites Brownfield and 
Dimmitt (6). These results suggest that H(3,4)-type Xe represents the 
chondritic Xe component which apparently is concentrated in combustible car- 
riers and is also observed in the colloid fractions of acid residues (6). 
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Fig. 1 shows the stepwise release 
(% released) of trapped Xe in a 
bulk sample and two separates of 
the Forest Vale (H4) chondrite. At 
600°C, a pyrolysis step was fol- 
lowed by a combustion step at the 
same temperature. Trapped Xe in 
the 600°C combustion step of the 
bulk sample and the non-magnetic 
grain-size fraction < 38 y would 
mostly appear in the 170O0-pyroly- 
sis steps if combustion steps are 
skipped. In Forest Vale bulk,most 
of the Xe release at 1200°C occurs 
during the first 3 minutes. 

Fig. 2: The isotopic signatures 134~e/136~e and 132~e/136~e observed in the 
Forest Vale chondrite (box and inset with expanded scale) of bulk and sepa- 
rates are shown in the context of trapped meteoritic and the atmospheric Xe 
compositions (K=Kenna(4), B=Bromfield-1650°(6), D=Dimmitt-1650°(6)). The 
size of the box FV corresponds to the uncertainty (95% conf. limits) of 
average trapped Xe obtained from combustion data (filled symbols). 
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